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the basis for the story of cars 3 is a 1967 five-minute black-and-white
short called "radiator springs," a story about a small town in the desert.

the setting is a world where the cars from the first two films are sent back
to the junkyard. but upon returning, the cars from the first film suddenly

start reenacting their scenes and showing their great friendships and
adventures.there was a lot of talk about the casting of this film, and the

fact that ryan gosling was finally given the role of "emperor lightning
mcqueen" instead of matt damon who had been making impatient

attempts to reprise his role. gosling himself admitted his discontent over
losing the role, and expressed his wish to work on a role that was the
opposite of that. in addition to the original shorts, pixar also did a new

short in which mcqueen is a rookie race car owner in california, a
newcomer to the land of car racing. the new short, titled "you're doing a

great job, mcqueen", is a caricature of clint eastwood's character from the
western movie "unforgiven".however, the greatest problem with the

shorts is that they do not actually relate to the narrative of the third film.
and they are not even good short films anyway. the other characters that

appear in cars 3 are all employees of the original theaters in the cars
films. that's it. there's no real characters to speak of except for a couple of
special appearances, and even those get left in the background. there are

no new characters introduced, which results in a story that feels too
familiar for anyone who has watched the first two films. the shorts only
add a little excitement to the film, but even that is not enough. the cars

franchise has been floundering since cars 2 and it takes far longer to enjoy
a car film than a movie about car racing from the 60's.
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the volocopter project is still in the early stages, but things seem to be
going well. so far, a couple of prototypes have been successfully tested in
the wild. volocopter has also raised over $100 million from investors, to
fund the project. but the company still needs to raise an additional $1.5

billion to begin commercial operation. and that means plenty of people are
very interested in the company’s plans. the volocopter project is still in the

early stages, but things seem to be going well. so far, a couple of
prototypes have been successfully tested in the wild. volocopter has also

raised over $100 million from investors, to fund the project. but the
company still needs to raise an additional $1.5 billion to begin commercial
operation. the first of these two was uploaded to youtube on december 7,
2011 by the syrian channel karaj. the other was uploaded on february 21,
2012 by the persian channel kerem. in both cases, the pair claim that they
were able to create all the "unique cars" for the film in a matter of just a
few days. these vehicles are being compared to the "world's fastest cars"
(such as the bugatti veyron), "popular cars" (such as the toyota camry,

chevrolet camaro and dodge charger) and even some "classic cars" (such
as the corvette and lamborghini). the story of cars centers on lightning
mcqueen, a street-smart race car whose owner went bankrupt after a
disastrous race that ended in a crash. after his owner dies, mcqueen is

inherited by a young girl named mater who is afraid to drive and doesn't
understand that mcqueens race car is a good friend. 5ec8ef588b
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